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It is not terrible to have VEA (Ventricular Ectopic Activity), but it is not a great honour 
either 

(John B. Kostis) 

 

It is wise to keep in mind that neither success nor failure is ever final  

(Roger Babson) 

  



 

 



 

 

Popular science summary of the thesis 
Premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) are heart beats originating from any part of 
the cardiac ventricles, instead of being conducted from the atria through the 
atrioventricular node. The incidence of PVCs is not entirely established, but they are 
regarded as a common form of arrhythmia. There is evidence of PVCs’ correlation to a 
poor prognosis in individuals with established heart disease. However, the prognostic 

significance among healthy individuals is unclear. This issue has been investigated 
during recent decades with conflicting and uncertain results. Although several studies 
have been published, few of them had rigorous inclusion criteria, allowing a reliable 
identification of structural heart disease; many have relied solely on patient history and 
physical examination. With this research project, we wanted to evaluate whether PVCs 
have a negative effect on life expectancy and cardiovascular illness among persons 

without structural heart diseases.  

Beside this overarching aim, we wanted to study whether additional imaging-based 
heart examination can unveil signs of disease when standard examination is normal and 

whether PVCs originating from some part of the ventricles are linked to a worse 

outcome. 

To evaluate prognosis we included and followed individuals with PVCs and compared 
their outcome with a sample from the general Swedish population. PVC individuals were 

identified through the database of three secondary care centres in the Stockholm area.  
After identification through ICD-code (International Classification of Diseases), the PVC 
diagnosis was confirmed by an experienced cardiologist viewing the patients’ data. For 
inclusion we demanded that the patients did not have a history of cardiovascular 
disease and had completed a thorough examination, including echocardiography and 

exercise test, with normal results. A four times larger population sample matched for sex 
and age was created by Statistics Sweden, and the clinical outcome was compared to 
the one for the PVC-patients. In a majority of patients in the PVC-group, we had access 
to PVC recording on 12 lead-ECG, which allowed us to determine their morphology and 
duration. We used these data to conduct a sub-group analysis aimed to explore 

whether PVC morphology, as a proxy for the anatomical site of origin, and the QRS width 

of the PVCs had a prognostic impact. 

In order to evaluate the role of advanced imaging techniques, patients with a PVC-
burden exceeding 10,000 PVCs/day and normal findings at standard echocardiography 

(ultrasound imaging) were examined with cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) or 

advanced echocardiography. 

Our overall results show that thoroughly examined PVC patients without heart disease 
do not have a worse prognosis than a registry sample from the general population when 



followed up for five years. Signs of cardiac dysfunction were often found in patients with 

very high PVC burden when they were further investigated with CMR and advanced 

echocardiography, and PVCs from the left ventricle were linked to a worse outcome.  

 

 

 

  



 

 

Abstract 
Introduction 

Premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) are a common form of arrhythmia associated 
with poor prognosis in patients with structural heart disease. However, their prognostic 
impact on healthy individuals is unclear. There is also a lack of evidence about risk 
stratification of this group through cardiac imaging and electrocardiographic features. 

With this project we wanted to study whether patients with PVCs in which structural 
heart disease had thoroughly been excluded, have a worse prognosis than a control 
population. Moreover, we wanted to investigate whether PVC morphology and/or PVC 
duration are associated with the clinical outcome. Finally, we explored whether cardiac 
magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) and advanced echocardiographic parameters could 
unmask signs of structural heart disease in patients with high PVC-burden and normal 

echocardiogram.   

 

Methods 

To study the prognostic impact of PVCs, we identified 807 patients with no history of 
structural heart disease, normal echocardiography and exercise test and verified PVCs. 

During a follow-up period of 5.2 years, we compared the clinical outcome–in terms of 
total mortality and cardiovascular morbidity–with a population matched by sex and age. 
To explore whether electrocardiographic features have a prognostic significance among 
healthy PVC-patients, we identified 541 patients to which we had access to PVC 

recording on 12-lead ECG and analysed PVC morphology and QRS width. 

For the studies focusing on diagnostic evaluation through advanced cardiac imaging, we 
included patients with a PVC burden of at least 10,000 beats/day and with normal 
results at exercise test and echocardiography. They underwent additional investigation 
with CMR (study 2) or advanced echocardiographic parameters that are normally not 

included in clinical praxis (study 3). 

 

Results 

Healthy PVC-patients had a generally favourable prognosis, showing no worse clinical 
outcome than the sex- and age-matched control group that had not undergone 

investigation to rule out heart disease. However, patients with high PVC-burden showed 
signs of myocardial dysfunction when advanced imaging techniques were used, despite 

normal results at standard investigation that included echocardiogram.  



Sub-group analysis based on PVC-morphology showed that PVC originating from the 

outflow tract and the right ventricle was associated with a more favourable prognosis 
than intra cavity- and left ventricular PVCs respectively. Analysis of PVC-duration–

measured as QRS-width during PVC–showed no impact on clinical outcome. 

 

Conclusions 

PVC patients who had undergone a thorough medical examination with normal results 
did not have a worse outcome than matched controls during a median follow-up time of 

5.2 years.  

PVC duration did not seem to be associated with the clinical outcome in our study 
including 541 patients with different sites of origin. However, PVCs with a morphology 
originating from the outflow tract and the right ventricle were associated with a better 

outcome. 

 

CMR and comprehensive advanced echocardiography could identify signs of 
myocardial dysfunction in patients with high PVC burden and normal findings at 

standard echocardiography. The clinical significance of these imaging findings needs to 

be assessed by larger longitudinal studies. 
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1 Introduction and literature review 

 
1.1 Historic perspective and epidemiology 

Already in 600 BC, the Chinese physician Pien Ts’Io described intermittent 
perturbations of the heart rhythm1. He studied the life span of subjects with irregular 
heartbeats and concluded that life-length was not affected by this disturbance, unless it 

presented with a high frequency which implied a poor prognosis. In the 19th century, 
French scientist Etienne-Jules Marey managed to record ECG in animals and was the 
first to describe premature ventricular complexes (PVCs); the British physiologist 
August Waller succeeded with the same enterprise on humans in the late 19th century2. 
The American biophysicist Norman Holter contributed to the further development of 

diagnostic techniques with telemetric cardiac rhythm monitoring3. One of the first ECG-
based epidemiologic investigations of a large population was published in 1962. Roland 
Hiss and Lawrence Lamb recorded ECG on about 120,000 apparently healthy males and 
found that almost 5% of them had electrocardiographic anomalies and 7.8 per 1000 had 
PVCs4.  In 1967 Lown and colleagues associated extra beats originating from the heart’s 

ventricles with an increased risk of malignant arrhythmia5, which sparked the quest for a 
pharmacological treatment of PVCs6. In 1971 the same author also tried to classify PVCs 
based on their electrophysiological qualities and “complexity”7. During the 1970s and 
‘80s, PVCs were described to occur in patients with previous heart diseases (especially 
myocardial infarction), extra-cardiac conditions (pulmonary disease) and healthy 

subjects8-10.  

In 1985 Kennedy et al. published a paper about 73 asymptomatic healthy subjects with 
frequent and complex ventricular ectopy who had been followed for ten years and had 
similar prognoses to that of the general population11.  These findings were confirmed in a 

later study by the same author12 and highlighted the continued interest in determining 
the prognostic impact of PVCs on healthy subjects1. A multitude of studies were 
published on this topic in the 1980s and ‘90s, showing conflicting results. A common 
criticism of many of these publications was the lack of rigorous use of proper 
diagnostics in order to rule out underlying heart disease6, and the resulting evidence was 
summarised in 1992 by Kostis1 who concluded that PVCs’ contribution to mortality is not 

independent and rather that PVCs are possibly a marker of underlying heart disease. 
The subsequent notion that PVCs are associated with a worsened prognosis in the 
presence of structural disease but are quite benign in its absence was widely accepted 

at the turn of the millennium.  

New times, however, bring new findings, and a new entity was soon to make its 
appearance in scientific journals. It was already known that tachycardia could induce a 
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form of cardiomyopathy, that has a favourable prognosis when the underlying 

arrhythmia is effectively treated13. What Chugh and colleagues described in the year 
2000 was a PVC-related cardiomyopathy14, a possible cause of potentially reversible 
heart failure. During the following years, several papers were published about PVC-
induced cardiomyopathy and how it could be effectively treated with PVC ablation. 
However, the hypothesis that PVCs per se could lead to heart failure, even in normal 

subjects, sparked a new wave of interest in the old PVC debate. This culminated in the 
publishing of the two first meta-analyses15, 16 in the matter, which both concluded that 
PVCs could represent a risk factor (or a risk marker?) even in individuals without 
apparent heart disease. The evidence was blurred, however, by both the high 
heterogeneity of the included studies and the poor use of diagnostic methods to 

exclude individuals with silent heart disease. All in all, the evidence according to the 
authors was unclear; more studies were needed. More recent publications continue to 
show conflicting evidence, showing a benign course in some cases17, 18 and a negative 
prognostic impact in others19. Two review articles suggest that patients with low burden 
of PVCs and normal findings at echocardiography can be offered reassurance, while 

those with potentially significant burden or deemed at risk for cardiomyopathy should 

undergo clinical follow up20, 21.  

This issue, though clinically quite relevant, therefore remains open and unanswered. 
Many questions within the topic still engage physicians and researchers, such as: an 

adequate way to evaluate patients with PVCs, the potential significance of PVC number 
and morphology, the definition of specific risk factors and, maybe most interesting of all, 

whether PVCs are a primus motor of disease or “merely” a risk marker.  

The significance of these questions is easily understood when one looks at the reported 

prevalence of PVCs in the general population. Data from the ARIC study22, 23 show a PVC 
prevalence of about 5%, which increases to 23% among subjects with hypertension23. A 
well-known study by Fisher reported an incidence of about 7%24, Kennedy et al. 
estimated a prevalence of 1-4% in the general population11, and Kostis et al. reported a 
prevalence of nearly 40%10. The MRFIT study25 based on a large cohort stated a 

prevalence of 4%, and in another large cohort undergoing Holter-recording, Yang et al. 
could report that 1.3% of the patients had a very high burden of PVCs (at least 20% of 
the total heart beats)26. More recently patch ECG has allowed extended recording 
periods, and screening of an elderly population has shown that a very high percent 
(99.5%) have at least one isolated PVC per hour, with 34.6% having ventricular 

tachycardia (more than four ventricular beats in a row) on a 24-hour basis27. 

The large variation of these data likely depends on different ways of recording and 
storing ECG in the different studies. Hence, despite the attempt to study PVC 
prevalence, the actual status of individuals outside research settings remains unknown. 
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It is reasonable, however, to believe that PVCs are common in the general population 

and that determining their prognostic impact is very important. 

 

1.2 Pathophysiology  

Three mechanisms have been described as being associated with the origin of ectopic 
beats,: re-entry, increased automaticity and triggered activity. For a re-entry 

phenomenon to originate, it is required that two different electric pathways exist, with 
one pathway being blocked in one direction. The different pathways will form the 
substrate for the arrhythmia and can either consist of existing anatomical structures (i.e. 
bundle branches, fascicles) or areas with different conduction velocity that may be the 
result of a pathologic process in the cardiac tissue; a classic example of this is the scar 

left by myocardial infarction or myocarditis. A depolarisation wave that passes through 
a fibrotic area can be slowed down enough to reach a healthy area of the myocardium 
that is no longer refractory, resulting in one or several extra beats. This mechanism 
explains why PVCs are common in populations with a higher incidence of cardiovascular 
events, such as males, smokers, the elderly and individuals with hypertension or an 

impaired ventricular function23, 28, 29.  

During triggered activity an increased calcium entry leads to high intracellular 
concentration and spontaneous calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum and 
delayed afterdepolarisation, albeit the exact mechanisms leading further to electric 

activity from a specific area remain unclear30. Prolonged repolarisation and delayed 
afterdepolarisation can occur in conditions such as bradycardia, digitalis intoxication, 
hypokalaemia or Long QT-syndrome31-33. An enhanced electrical automaticity (i.e. the 
capacity to depolarise spontaneously and start a new depolarisation wave) can also be 
multifactorial and include catecholaminergic effect, transient or permanent tissue 

alterations and inherent cellular characteristics34, 35. 

Although it may appear as mostly a question of an academic nature, it is clinically 
relevant to understand the biological mechanism behind PVCs, because it is one of the 

factors determining the success of therapeutic intervention36 

 

1.3 Clinical outcome and prognostic impact 

The negative effect of PVCs on prognosis in presence of structural heart disease is well 
established. The findings from the aforementioned studies from the 1960s and ‘70s 
were corroborated in the decades that followed by similar findings amongst patients 

with previous ischaemic events37-40. Even in non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy a link 
between PVCs and poor outcome has been established41, 42. In a review article from 
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199343, Myerburg et al. stressed the importance of PVCs in the pathophysiology of 

malignant arrhythmias, the PVCs being the link between ischaemia and ventricular 
tachycardia/fibrillation. In the meantime, the CAST study had shown that suppressing 
ventricular ectopy with class I anti arrhythmic drugs in myocardial infarction survivors 
did not lead to a better prognosis. On the contrary, the study participants who had 
received flecainide or encainide had a higher mortality than those who received 

placebo44. 

If the prognostic impact (or the risk marker role) of PVCs in structural heart disease 
seems unquestionable, the evidence about the same impact in healthy subjects is much 

more uncertain.  

Many of the studies showing a negative prognostic impact use the patients’ history to 
exclude structural heart disease and/or are based exclusively on male participants19, 22, 25, 

45-48 . Among large population studies, the one published by Agarwal49 showed a higher 

incidence of heart failure (HF)  when PVC patients were compared to a large control 
group (figure 1). Interestingly enough, the relation between PVC and incident HF was 
stronger in patients with fewer cardiovascular risk factors (6-fold risk increase for 
patients <65 years, without CHD, diabetes, hypertension or atrial fibrillation). In a large 
cohort of Japanese men and women followed for 12 years50, Hirose reported an 

increased risk for cardiovascular mortality among men with PVC, while PVCs didn’t seem 
to have a prognostic impact among women. More recently, studies on Asian populations 
again showed an association between PVCs and all-cause mortality, hospitalisation and 

heart failure on a population basis 19, 51. 

 A few studies have used echocardiographic evaluation at enrolment. Dukes et al.52 
studied 1,139 individuals who had their PVC frequency quantified by Holter monitoring. 
Associations were studied between number of Holter-detected PVCs and Left 
Ventricular Ejection Fraction (LVEF) measured at baseline and every fifth year during 
follow-up. Individuals in the quartile with the highest PVC frequency had a threefold risk 

for a five-year decrease in LVEF, a 48% increased risk of incident CHF and a 31% 
increase of death compared to those in the lowest quartile after adjustment for 
confounders and a median follow-up of 13 years. The results were similar when PVCs 
were analysed as a continuous variable. In contrast, the study by Lee and colleagues 
showed that only few PVC patients with normal LVEF developed left ventricular systolic 

dysfunction during follow-up of about five years17. 

PVC prevalence and clinical implication in a paediatric population has recently been 
investigated by Nomura and colleagues, who concluded that few patients developed VT, 

but some patients with “complex” PVCs needed careful observation18.  
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Figure 1  Characteristics of PVC patients compared to individuals without PVC diagnosis. Reproduced 
with permission from Agarwal et al. Relation Between Ventricular Premature Complexes and Incident Heart 
Failure. American Journal of Cardiology. 2017;119:1238-1242. © 2017 Elsevier Inc 
 

Extra-cardiac clinical outcomes have also been studied in relation to PVCs; studies from 
Ofoma53 and Agarwal54, in fact, have shown an increased risk for ischaemic stroke in 

subjects with PVCs. The possible link in this case could be atrial fibrillation (AF), given 
that the risk for developing AF has been demonstrated to be increased with increased 
incidence of PVCs55. A more recent study by Im56 focused on patients with a high PVC 
burden (>10%) and concluded that high burden of PVCs was associated with central 

neurological symptoms without a prior diagnosis of stroke or transient ischaemic attack.  

Along with the aforementioned studies showing a negative prognostic impact of PVCs in 
the general population or in cohorts without apparent heart disease, there are others 
that do not show such a link. The first of these studies by Fisher in 197324 found that the 
risk for coronary artery disease was not increased by the presence of PVCs on routine 

ECG in a population of factory workers, ages 35-69. A decade later Kennedy et al.11 
published results based on an average 6.5 years long follow-up of 73 asymptomatic 
healthy subjects with frequent ventricular ectopy and reported one case of sudden 
death, which compared to the standardised mortality ratio suggested that the long-
term prognosis was not affected by the presence of PVCs. This study particularly 
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contributed to the emphasis that PVCs are harmless in absence of structural heart 

disease, and some subsequent studies seem to confirm these results17, 57-60. 

In a study that was more specifically focused on the potential development of 
Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Cardiomyopathy (ARVC), Gaita et al. followed sixty-

one patients with frequent right-ventricular PVCs61. After an average follow-up of 15 
years, no patient had died of SCD nor developed ARVC, and half of the patients no 
longer had PVCs. In a more selected population of 5,000 athletes, Verdile et al. observed 
that exercise-induced PVCs tended to either subside spontaneously over time or could 

be successfully treated, and did not affect the clinical outcome62.  

As shown, although the papers showing a prognostic impact of PVCs on subjects 
without apparent heart disease outnumber those not showing this association, the total 
picture is divided, and the resulting evidence unclear. The issue is complicated by the 
fact that very few studies consistently used imaging diagnostics to rule out heart 

disease; instead most studies relied basically on patient history. Meta analyses of the 
prognostic impact of PVCs in individuals without pre-existing heart disease were 
missing until 2012 when Lee et al. published the first one15, which was rapidly followed by 
Ataklte and colleagues16. The meta-analysis by Lee included studies that used a control 
population and were based on adults without apparent heart disease and excluded 

studies on unselected populations that had not been evaluated for structural heart 
disease, studies on exercise-induced PVCs and subgroup-studies within a PVC-
population. When multiple studies were based on the same cohort, only the most recent 
was included in the meta-analysis. Out of the >3,000 studies published about PVCs 
between 1966 and 2011, only eight met this inclusion criteria. All of them were 
prospective observational cohort studies. Sensitivity analysis showed that only studies 

based exclusively on men showed a negative prognostic impact from PVCs; the only 
study that used echocardiography and exercise test at inclusion did not show worsened 
prognosis. According to the authors heterogeneity among the studies was large and bias 
publication was not apparent. The pooled OR of the meta-analysis for developing death, 
cardiovascular death, SCD or ischaemic heart disease compared to those without PVCs 

was 1.72 (95% CI 1.28-2.31). Classic cardiovascular risk factors such as male gender, 
mean age, proportion of patients with diabetes and hypertension increased the odds for 
cardiovascular events, suggesting that patients with underlying undetected heart 
disease were included, affecting the results. According to the authors the result of the 
meta-analysis “suggests that if the studies had used more advanced techniques to rule 

out structural heart disease, they should have observed benign outcomes with PVCs”. 
Consistent with this, assessment of the studies according to study quality suggested 
that the increase in OR for PVC patients was less pronounced in studies with higher 
quality (figure 2). Thus, the conclusions of this meta-analysis were that while current 
evidence supported the hypothesis of PVCs as a risk factor (or a risk marker) even in 
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healthy individuals, it suffered from many flaws as most of the viewed studies didn’t 

properly rule-out structural heart disease. 

 

Figure 2 Correlation between Odds Ratio and characteristics, suggesting that presence classic risk factors 
for cardiovascular disease in the studied PVC populaiton were associated with higher risk for negative 
outcome.  Reproduced with permission from Lee et al. The prognostic significance of premature 
ventricular complexes in adults without clinically apparent heart disease: a meta-analysis and systematic 
review. Heart. 2012;98:1290-1298. Copyright © 2012, BMJ Publishing Group Ltd. & British Cardiovascular 
Society 

 

 

The meta-analysis by Ataklte included prospective cohort, nested case-control and 
retrospective cohort studies. Search and viewing processes left the authors with 11 
relevant studies, many of them shared with the meta-analysis by Lee, involving a total of 

106,000 patients. The prevalence of PVCs in the studies ranged from 1.2% to 10.7% and 
the mean follow-up time from five to 30 years. The six prospective studies included in 
this meta-analysis did not show significant heterogeneity. The total effect of PVCs on 
prognosis was assessed as “substantial” with a pooled RR for total cardiac death of 2.1 
(figure 3), and two hypotheses in pathophysiology were proposed by the authors: PVCs 
trigger fatal ventricular arrhythmias or observations are a result of reverse causation, 

that is PVCs are a marker of underlying disease. The authors also suggested an 
insufficient adjustment for possible confounders in some of the studies, however, they 
didn’t stress the lack of proper cardiac diagnostics at inclusion as much as Lee and 

colleagues did. 
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Figure 3 Association between presence of PVCs and risk for total cardiac death. Reproduced with 
permission from Ataklte et al. Meta-Analysis of Ventricular Premature Complexes and Their Relation to 
Cardiac Mortality in General Populations. Am J Cardiol. 2013;112:1263-1270. Copyright © 2013 Elsevier Inc. 

 

Two meta-analyses have also been published in the matter of exercise-induced PVCs 
and their potential prognostic impact. The first, by Kim et al.63, contained nine studies 
including 62,000 participants. PVCs during recovery were associated with an increased 

risk of death (RR 1.55, 95% CI 1.22-1.96), while the effect of PVCs during exercise did not 
reach statistical significance (RR 1.14, 95% CI 0.96-1.34), and the authors called for 
further studies. However, the overall effect for PVCs during exercise test corresponded 
to a RR of 1.41 (95% CI 1.23-1.61) for all-cause mortality and 1.86 (95% CI 1.51-2.30) for 
cardiovascular mortality. Similar conclusions were reached by the meta-analysis from 
Lee et al.64, published in 2017, in which only PVCs during recovery, and not during 

exercise, were associated to poor prognosis. The authors suggested previously 
described autonomic dysregulation65, 66, with increased sympathetic drive creating a 

pro-arrhythmic substrate, as a possible path leading to fatal disease.  

 

1.4 PVC-induced cardiomyopathy 

When summarising the evidence about the prognostic impact of PVCs on subjects 
without heart disease, PVC-induced cardiomyopathy (PICMP) must be treated 
separately. This entity, that was described about 25 years ago, has in fact a 
pathophysiology of its own. That pathophysiology Is likely distinguished from the 
multiple pathogenic ways that can be observed in the general PVC impact which we 

have summarised thus far. A proof of this is that PICMP is a reversible condition, 
associated with a good prognosis when underlying PVCs are effectively treated. 
However, it is possible that PICMP has historically contributed to the general prognostic 
impact from PVCs, especially before the condition was described and effective ablation 
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techniques were developed as successful therapeutic tool for PVCs67. The mechanisms 

leading to PICMP are currently unknown, though several theories have been formulated. 
Among those theories are: electromechanical dyssynchrony, extrasystolic potentiation, 
interpolation, R-R variability and myocardial remodelling by short-coupled PVCs68. On a 
cellular level the suggested pathophysiology involves alteration of myocardial perfusion 
and oxygen consumption, altered expression of ion channel and intracellular proteins 

and changes in autonomic tone69. Especially dyssynchrony has been discussed as a 
possible pathophysiologic mechanism70. The prevalence of PICMP varies between 6-7% 
in studies based on populations with frequent PVCs to 38% in populations referred for 

ablation71. 

Even if the amount of evidence around PICMP is increasing, the majority of studies 
supporting a link between PVCs and cardiomyopathy are based on retrospective or 
cross-sectional data72. As mentioned before, the first papers to describe PICMP were 
the ones published in 1997 by Vijgen13 and in 2000 by Chugh14. Some studies showed 
that patients with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy improved in EF after 

pharmacological suppression of PVCs73,74. Vijgen and colleagues described a patient who 
presented with repetitive runs of non-sustained ventricular tachycardia and dilated 
cardiomyopathy, in which ablation of the arrhythmia focus lead to improvement of the 
ventricular systolic function. The paper by Chugh was the first to describe 
cardiomyopathy directly associated with isolated, although frequent, PVCs. Even in this 

case, the authors could describe recovery from heart failure after successful 
radiofrequency ablation. A couple of years later Shiraishi published a similar case 

report75 and recommended ablation as choice of therapy in such patients.  

Bogun et al. studied 60 consecutive patients with frequent PVCs treated with ablation, 

concluding that idiopathic PVCs may cause a form of cardiomyopathy that can be 
reversed by ablation76. Similar results where shown by Sekiguchi77, who also showed that 
patients in which ablation was unsuccessful failed to restore their LVEF. The 22 patients 
of this cohort who had a reduced EF had significantly more PVCs than the rest, and 18 of 
them had a normalised EF after ablation. In 2005 Takemoto et al.78 described how 

ablation of RVOT PVCs lead to an improvement in LVEF, left ventricular end-diastolic 

diameter and functional NYHA class in patients with a very high (>20%) PVC burden.  

Since then several papers have been published concerning PICMP and its resolution by 

successful ablation. In 2013 Hasdemir et al.79 evaluated 348 patients with frequent PVCs 
or short runs of ventricular tachycardia. Definition criteria for PICMP were impaired left 
ventricular function with ejection fraction (LVEF) lower than 55% without detectable 
underlying heart disease and 15% improvement of LVEF after arrhythmia treatment. 
During the five years of follow-up, 24 patients developed PICMP. Greatest improvement 
in EF was observed the first week after PVC ablation, and subjects who improved their 

EF early had a better total recovery after one year. Baman80 constructed receiver-
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operator curves to identify a cut-off PVC burden associated with left ventricular 

dysfunction and concluded that a burden of 24% served best as separator between 

subjects with preserved and impaired left ventricular function. 

In the last five years, the evidence around PICMP and ablation results has grown larger, 

and additional knowledge about subgroup predisposition and response to treatment is 
now available. Yokokawa et al. showed that epicardial origin of PVCs predicts late 
recovery in LVEF after ablation81. Fang compared ablation effects to those from anti-
arrhythmic drugs (although groups were not randomly assigned therapy) concluding 
that the clinical results were comparable in the two groups, and both performed better 

than a control group of PVC patients82.  Baser was the first to study long-term results of 
PVC ablation83 in a study of 60 patients who underwent successful ablation for PICMP 
and were followed up for a mean of two years. Ten patients relapsed in recurrent PVCs, 
and their EF significantly decreased since post ablation, while EF was preserved in the 
remaining patients in which ablation effects lasted longer. The authors concluded that 
patients with a history of PICMP must be controlled after ablation, especially if originally 

asymptomatic and with multifocal PVCs. Wojdyla-Hordynska et al. compared ablation 
effects in patients with and without underlying structural heart disease and concluded 
that patients with LVEF<50% at baseline presented greatest recovery in ejection 

fraction as both groups were benefitted by ablation84. 

A meta-analysis focusing on characteristics linked to risk for developing PICMP has 
recently been published85. A total of 26 studies and 11 risk factors were included and 
analysed, concluding that eight characteristics (age, presence of symptoms, non-
sustained VT, LV origin, epicardial origin, presence of interpolation, PVC duration, and 

PVC burden) were associated with risk for PICMP.  

Two meta-analyses have also been published on PICMP and ablation results, both in 
2014. Zang et al.86 included results from fifteen studies with a total of 712 patients and 
reported a mean PVC burden before ablation of 24% as well as an overall mean increase 

in LVEF post ablation of 7.7% (12.4% in patients with LV-dysfunction at baseline), leading 
to the conclusion that ablation of frequent PVCs improves cardiac function, especially in 
parents with impaired LVEF. The other meta-analysis by Lamba and colleagues87 
focused on PVCs with RVOT origin and analysed results from six articles. Ablation 

significantly reduced PVC burden and improved LVEF by a mean of 10.36.  

Although there is strong evidence today to support catheter-ablation’s efficiency at 
improving EF in PICMP, there is some evidence that the same effect can be obtained by 

pharmacological treatment, as long as it is equally successful in quenching PVC burden.  
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1.5 PVC burden, PVC morphology and other electrophysiological features 

In addition to studies evaluating the effects on heart function and clinical outcome, 
there has been some focusing on risk stratification of PVC patients based on 
electrophysiological features. Some authors have even used a series of 

electrophysiological features to build risk scores for PVC patients88. 

The issue of whether there is a tipping point in the number of PVCs has been explored in 
several studies, yielding different results. However, a lower-than-expected PVC burden 
has sometimes been linked to a worsened prognosis52, 80, 89-91. Through receiver operator 

characteristics curves, Lin et al. could obtain the value of 12 PVCs/day as the 
(surprisingly low) optimal cut-off value for increased risk of heart failure and sudden 
death51, yielding both sensitivity and specificity values of around 60%. However, in other 

studies there was no clear correlation between PVC burden and outcome17. 

A broad PVC, measured as width of the QRS complex during the ectopic contraction, 
has been associated to an adverse prognosis, and an approximate cut-off value of 
about 150 milliseconds has been identified92-96. A wide QRS during PVC can act both as a 
risk marker and a risk factor because a low myocardial conduction can be due to the 

presence of fibrotic tissue and a slow depolarisation can per se lead to dyssynchrony. 
Moreover, wider PVCs can be a sign of an epicardial origin. PVC morphology–as a 
surrogate for site of origin–has also been investigated as a means of risk stratification. 
Even in this field the evidence seems to be clearer for individuals with established heart 
disease, among whom multifocal PVCs are associated to a worse prognosis than 
unifocal58, 97, 98. For structurally healthy individuals with PVCs, it is unclear whether QRS 

morphology has a prognostic significance. A clear limitation is that most relevant studies 

are carried out in ablation settings and therefore on selected material78, 80, 93, 99-101.  

Other electrophysiological evaluations have included PVC interpolation, coupling interval 

and Peak Deflection Index92, 96, 102, 103 . Regarding the coupling interval, both long- and 
short-coupled PVCs have been reported as being capable of triggering malignant 
ventricular arrhythmias92, 104, 105. This discrepancy could be explained by two different 
mechanisms: While short coupling intervals are more likely to start malignant 
arrhythmias, long ones can increase the risk for LV dysfunction. Another hypothesis is 
that a pronounced irregularity of the rhythm per se, with both long and short intervals 

(high “interval dispersion”), is a predictor of cardiomyopathy106. 
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1.6 Diagnostics and significance of imaging findings 

Current guidelines recommend a thorough examination of patients with ventricular 
arrhythmia, including individual and family history, physical examination, 12-lead ECG, 
ambulatory electrocardiography, exercise testing and echocardiography107, 108. However, 

not all PVC patients in clinical practice undergo all relevant examinations to exclude 

structural disease.  

Another open question is whether traditional imaging methods are accurate enough to 
identify subtle findings such as limited damaged areas of myocardium, which could act 

as site of origin for PVCs, or if more advanced imaging should be performed. Cardiac 
magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) has particularly gained evidence during recent years 
as a method able to identify subtle heart disease in PVC patients. A forerunner in this 
area, Proclemer published findings in 1997 from CMR examinations of 19 patients with 
frequent monomorphic PVCs, and 10 controls109. Results showed that RVOT dimensions 

were wider in PVC patients, and wall motion anomalies were present in 16/19 PVC 
patients, while all controls had normal MRI findings. These results were corroborated 
thereafter by a series of following studies61, 110-113.  Some of these studies could even show 
a link between CMR findings and prognostic outcome 114, 115. An interesting study is the 
one by Nucifora116, in which 46 patients with monomorphic ventricular arrhythmia of LV 

origin and 74 patients with idiopathic monomorphic arrhythmia of RV origin were 
included in two different groups. The LV group in this study had significantly more CMR 
anomalies that were also associated with cardiac events. CMR has also been used for 
etiological diagnosis in a population with and without previously assessed mixed 
ventricular arrhythmias117, 118 or to reveal different contribution of PVCs to 
hemodynamics119, 120. However, the majority of these studies have narrow inclusion 

criteria regarding PVC morphology or patient characteristics, so there are still open 

questions about a wider use of CMR in evaluation of PVC patients.  

The study published in 2020 by Muser and colleagues is particularly interesting; 518 

patients with >1,000 PVCs/day and normal findings at echocardiography were included 
on a multicentre basis and underwent CMR. During a median follow-up of 67 months, 
patients with myocardial anomalies on CMR had a higher risk for negative outcome 
(defined as a composite of sudden cardiac death, resuscitated cardiac arrests and 
appropriate therapy from implantable cardioverter defibrillator) compared to individuals 

without CMR findings121.  Recently, Edward Gerstenfeld published a paper with the 
thought-provoking title “Should CMR be performed for every patient with frequent 
premature ventricular contractions?”, in which he suggests an algorithm including PVC 

burden and morphology to determine CMR indication122 (figure 4).  
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Figure 4 Suggested algorithm for PVC patients, DE-CMR= delayed-enhancement cardiac magnetic 
resonance. Reproduced with permission from Gerstenfeld EP. Should CMR Be Performed for Every Patient 
With Frequent Premature Ventricular Contractions? JACC Clin Electrophysiol. 2022;8:1133-1135. © 2022 by 
the American College of Cardiology Foundation. Published by Elsevier. 

Although CMR is recommended in both European and American guidelines, and its role 
is generally more clearly highlighted in a recently published ESC paper108, the method is 
not broadly used in clinical praxis. This is partially due to its cost and limited 
accessibility. Echocardiography, on the other hand, is a more common evaluation 
method, and it has been studied whether additional echocardiographic parameters can 

add clinically relevant information. However, the body of literature in this field is not as 
large as for CMR. We have already mentioned the study by Lie about the burden of 
PVCs leading to PICMP89. This study used speckle tracking echocardiography to assess 
left ventricular global longitudinal strain (GLS) and mechanical dispersion and stated 
that PVC burden correlated with GLS and mechanical dispersion but not with ejection 
fraction. Other studies have used speckle-tracking echocardiography to identify subtle 

myocardial dysfunction in PVC patients. In the study from Wijnmaalen123, 49 subjects 
with PVCs and 26 healthy controls had normal LVEF, however speckle tracking showed 
reduced ventricular strain significantly more often in PVC cases than in controls. Radial, 
circumferential and longitudinal strain improved significantly after ablation but remained 
unchanged in untreated patients. Ling studied 40 subjects with monomorphic frequent 

PVCs and 40 controls124 and detected no significant differences in standard 2D-
echocardiographical findings (including EF) between the two groups; however, 
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parameters evaluated with 3D-speckle tracking echocardiography were significantly 

worse in the PVC group.  

Most studies (and evaluations in clinical praxis) focus on systolic LV function. A study by 
Topaloglu125, however, examined the effect of frequent PVCs on diastolic LV function. 

This study included 33 symptomatic patients with normal systolic function and 30 
healthy controls. Among the cases, 13 subjects showed impaired relaxation and both 
PVC burden and age were found to be independent predictors in these individuals. 
Circumferential end-systolic wall stress (cESS) measured by echocardiography was 
associated with symptoms in PVC patients with normal systolic function according to a 

study by von Taxis et al.126 and authors reported that cESS decreased after successful 

ablation and remained unchanged after non-successful procedure. 

 

1.7 Evidence in brief 

To summarise the current evidence about PVCs with focus on prognosis in absence of 
structural heart disease, it would be appropriate to start with the most solid piece of 

evidence: PVCs are related to a poor prognosis in subjects with structural heart disease, 
whereas PVCs may induce cardiomyopathy (PICMP) in healthy subjects. We know that 
the risk of developing cardiomyopathy increases with a higher PVC burden and with 
“broad” PVCs. We also know that multiform PVCs herald a worse prognosis than uniform 
PVCs, but it is not sure whether that is true among patients without structural disease. 

Some of the more recent studies in the field are summarised in table 1. 

In general the prognostic significance of PVCs in healthy individuals is uncertain, and it is 
not stated which level of PVC burden is associated with a higher risk for 
cardiomyopathy. Although CMR seems to be able to identify subtle signs of pathology in 

PVC-patients with normal echocardiogram, more evidence is needed for supporting a 
broader use of the method. The evidence about the role of advanced, non-conventional 

echocardiographic parameters is limited.  
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Table 1 Summary of some of the studies published in the last decade exploring prognostic significance of 
PVCs in healthy patients 

 

First Author Publ. 
year 

Design/Population Main findings 

Lee  2012 Meta-analysis of eight 

studies with a total of 
37,387 patient years 

followed 

PVC patients had an increased risk for 

all cause-mortality when compared 
to PVC-free individuals. Most 

included studies did not have 

sufficient methods to exclude 
concomitant heart disease. 

Ataklte  2013 Meta-analysis of eleven 

studies comprising a total 
of 106,195 participants 

Increased risk for mortality was shown 

for PVC patients. The included 
studied had no significant 

heterogeneity and were population 
based, implying a high external 

validity. 

Dukes  2015 Follow up of 1,139 
individuals over 65 years 

of age examined with 24-

hour ambulatory ECG and 
echocardiography  

Correlation between number of PVCs 
and risk for developing LV 

dysfunction. 

Agarwal 2017 California healthcare-

data-based comparison 
of 35,817 subjects with 

PVC diagnosis to 16 million 

without PVC diagnosis 

Increased risk for incident systolic 

heart failure after appropriate 
adjustment.  

Lee 2019 Follow up of 100 
individuals with >5% PVC 

burden and normal 
echocardiography  

A few patients developed LV 
dysfunction. 

Nomura 2020 Student screening of 

82,000 first graders and 
87,000 seventh graders 

Individuals with PVC showed a 

generally favourable course. 
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2 Research aims 
With this project we tried to fill in some of the aforementioned knowledge gaps. The 
overarching aim of the project was to assess whether PVCs are associated with a 
negative prognostic outcome in healthy individuals and whether cardiac imaging and 
ECG-features can be valuable tools to identify risk patients. More specifically, the 

following aims were set: 

Study 1 

To compare prognosis for individuals with PVCs and normal findings at exercise test and 

echocardiography with a sex- and age-matched sample of the general population 

Study 2 

To assess whether CMR reveal signs of pathology in subjects with high PVC burden and 

normal echocardiogram, regardless of PVC morphology 

Study 3 

To investigate whether advanced echocardiography with non-conventional parameters 

add clinically relevant information in subjects with high PVC burden 

Study 4 

To study the importance of PVC morphology and QRS width during PVC as a prognostic 

tool among subjects without underlying heart disease 
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3 Methods 
3.1 Study 1 

3.1.1 Inclusion process and study base 

To identify patients with PVCs we conducted a search in the database of three major 
hospitals in the Stockholm area within time interval January 2010 to December 2016. 
After identification of patients through ICD codes, the correctness of the PVC diagnosis 
was verified by an experienced cardiologist through scrutiny of their medical records. 

We then excluded patients with previous cardiovascular disease (myocardial infarction, 
heart failure, sustained ventricular tachycardia, survived cardiac arrest, moderate or 
severe valvular dysfunction, and previous cardiac surgery). Among remaining patients 
only those who had been evaluated with ECG recording, echocardiography and exercise 
test, with echocardiography and exercise test (or completing exams to rule out 

coronary artery disease) showing normal findings, were included. We defined normal 
findings at echocardiography as Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction (LVEF) equal or higher 
than 55%, absence of class II-IV valvular heart disease, normal ventricular dimensions 
and normal ventricular wall thickness. Normal exercise test was defined as absence of 
electrocardiographic finding indicating possible coronary artery disease, such as 
exercise-induced depression of the ST interval, or exercise-induced ventricular 

arrhythmia. In presence of such findings, we included patients only if an additional exam 
(myocardial scintigraphy, magnetic resonance tomography, or coronary angiography, 

according to clinical practice) ruled out coronary artery disease. 

After these steps we included 863 individuals with PVCs. We linked each PVC patient to 
four controls matched for age and sex, obtained from Statistics Sweden. Data for both 
PVC cohort and controls were obtained from the National Patient Registry (NPR) and the 
Swedish Prescribed Drugs Registry, which are both run by the National Board of health 
and Warfare. These data covered all in-patient hospital care and hospital associated 

out-patient care in Sweden for the years 1997 to 2018. However, after linkage with NPR, 
we could state that 40 of them had previously received a cardiovascular diagnosis, 
which led to their exclusion, leaving us with 823 PVC patients. Amongst the controls 64 
individuals had a previous PVC diagnosis and were therefore excluded, along with their 

matched cases.  

As a result of this process, we had a study base of 807 PVC patients and 3,228 controls 
on which we performed our survival analysis. To analyse cardiovascular morbidity we 
chose to exclude controls with previous cardiovascular diagnosis and their 
corresponding PVC cases, meaning that 639 PVC patients and 2,556 controls remained 

for the morbidity analysis (figure 5). Cardiovascular morbidity was defined as diagnosis 
of ischaemic heart disease (ICD-10 codes I20-I25), cardiomyopathy (I42, I43), cardiac 
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arrest (I46), ventricular tachycardia (I47.2), ventricular fibrillation (I49.0) and heart failure 

(I50).  

 

Figure 5 Inclusion process in study 1. Copyright © 2022, Oxford University Press 

 

3.1.2 Power calculation and statistics 

Prior to the study we ran a power calculation based on the hypothesis of non-inferiority, 

given that our hypothesis was that “truly” healthy individuals did not have a worse 
prognosis than controls. According to the calculation, by including 700 persons and 
following them up during an average time of five years we would have a high statistical 
power to identify a two-times higher mortality risk among the PVC cases (figure 6). The 

assumption of two-times higher risk was based on published meta-analysis15, 16.   
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Figure 6 Power calculation based on 700 included study persons and mean follow-up of 5 years (0-10 
years) for a x2 risk for mortality 

The primary outcomes for the study were total mortality and cardiovascular morbidity. 
Cardiovascular morbidity was defined as diagnosis of ischaemic heart disease (ICD-10 
codes I20-I25), cardiomyopathy (I42, I43), cardiac arrest (I46), ventricular tachycardia 

(I47.2), ventricular fibrillation (I49.0) and heart failure (I50). 

We used a Cox proportional hazard model to analyse the outcomes. For each of them, 
three regressions models were used. Model 1 was only adjusted for the matching 
variables (age and sex); model 2 added adjustment for hypertension, cerebrovascular 

disease, diabetes, malignancy, hyperlipidaemia, and atrial fibrillation; model 3 further 
adjusted for previous medication use (beta blockers, diuretics and calcium channels 
blockers). The proportional hazard assumption was tested by proportional hazard test 
and visual inspection. When a covariate violated the proportional hazard assumption, we 
stratified the analysis on that variable. Moreover, we performed a sensitivity analysis 

with a nearest neighbour propensity score matching (1:1, calliper width=0.2) including all 

variables in model 3. 
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3.2 Study 2 

3.2.1 Inclusion process  

Between 2016 and 2018 we included prospectively 51 consecutive patients with a 
burden of at least 10,000 PVCs per day according to Holter recording. None of the 
participants had a history of structural heart disease or sustained ventricular 
tachycardia participants and all included had undergone exercise test and 
echocardiography with normal results. Contraindications to CMR or inability to perform 

the exam (e.g., claustrophobia) lead to exclusion. 

An experienced physician analysed Holter data to ensure accuracy, and the minimum 

ECG-recording time was 24 hours. 

Normal finding at exercise test was defined as physiological reaction without exercise-
induced ST-depression and/or exercise-induced arrhythmia (if eventual prior-to-test 
ventricular arrhythmia was not aggravated during exercise, the result was not 

considered pathologic). 

Normal finding at echocardiogram was defined as left ventricular ejection fraction 
(LVEF) equal to or higher than 55%, visually normal right ventricular ejection fraction 
(RVEF), normal ventricular dimensions including wall thickness, absence of local 
dyskinesia and absence of moderate to severe valvular dysfunction. Two additional 

independent and blinded examiners reviewed the echocardiograms and in case of 
conflict, the exam was considered normal or pathologic if two of three examiners had 
assessed the exam as such.  This process resulted in the exclusion of one of the 52 

original patients. 

 

3.2.2 Examination with Cardiac Magnetic Resonance 
 

CMR examinations were performed using a 1.5 T Signa HDxt scanner (GE, Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin) using 16 channels out of a cardiac phased array 32 channel coil.  

Black blood T2w images (STIR) were performed in long axes views and short axis stack 

(12-mm slice thickness, 8 mm gap) for evaluation of oedema. 

Regional wall motion anomalies (RWMA) and left ventricular (LV) and right ventricular 
(RV) volumes were assessed by cine images with a steady-state free precession 
(FIESTA) with sequence in long axis views and short-axis stack (from the right ventricular 

outflow tract to the apex, 8-mm slice thickness, 2 mm gap). Transaxial cine stack (from 
diaphragm to the pulmonary bifurcation, 8-mm slice thickness, no gap), sagittal RVOT 
and RV in/outflow views were added if the PVC morphology was unknown or suggestive 
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of RV origin. The following acquisition parameters were typically applied: 30 phases, 24 

views per segment adjusted for heart rate, NEX 1, FOV 35 cm, a matrix of 256 × 224, a 
40–45 °C flip angle, TR/TE approximately equal to 3.5/1.5, and a bandwidth of 125 kHz. 
Segmental LV and RV WM abnormalities were investigated from all available cine images 

and reported as hypokinetic, akinetic or aneurysmal. 

For late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) a standard 2D–IR GRE sequence was performed 
in long and short axis views. The same slice thickness and gap as for SSFP cines was 
used. A gadolinium dose of 0.2 mmol/kg bodyweight (decreased to 0.1 mmol/kg in 
patients with GFR 30–60 mL/min) was administered. If oedema or LGE was present the 

segmental, and for LGE transmural (subendocardial, mid-wall, transmural), extent was 

reported.  

We used dedicated software (Segment CMR, Medviso, Lund, Sweden) for post-
processing, and functional parameters were obtained from the short-axis images. End-

diastolic and end-systolic volume indexes and ejection fraction were reported for both 
LV and RV and compared to the respective reference values for class age and sex [25]. 
Two experienced investigators (one with EACVI level III expertise) who were blinded 
from one another’s opinion evaluated each examination; consensus was sought in case 
of inconsistency. Ultimately, pathology at CMR was defined as one or more of the 

following: abnormal LV or RV volume, abnormal wall thickness, regional dyskinesia, 

myocardial oedema, fibrosis and ejection fraction (EF) lower than 55%. 

 

3.2.3 Statistics  

The study is to be considered as a pilot and no power calculation was carried out. 

Statistical calculations were performed in Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). 

 

 

3.3 Study 3 

3.3.1 Inclusion and echocardiographic examination 

We included 40 consecutive patients with at least 10,000 PVCs/day and 22 controls. 
Both PVC patients and controls had no history of structural heart disease and had 
normal findings at standard echocardiography. PVC patients had also been investigated 

with exercise test and Holter recording at home. A normal echocardiogram was defined 
as LVEF >55% and right ventricular systolic function assessed by tricuspid annular plane 
systolic excursion (TAPSE) >17mm, absence of moderate to severe valve dysfunction, 
absence of regional wall motion abnormality, normal ventricular dimension, and normal 
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wall thickness. The echocardiographic exams were reviewed by two additional 

independent and blinded examiners. In case of conflicting evaluations of the 
echocardiographic findings, the exam was considered normal if two of three examiners 
assessed the exam as such, and pathologic if two of the three examiners found signs of 

pathology. 

All included individuals were further examined with comprehensive echocardiography, 
including functional parameters which are not routinely assessed in clinical praxis. All the 
standard echocardiography parameters and Doppler measurements were performed 
according to the current recommendations127, 128 . The examinations and analysis were 

performed by European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging (EACVI) certified 

sonographers.  

LV Global longitudinal strain (GLS) by speckle tracking is calculated from four-, two-and 
three-chamber apical views. Tracing the LV endocardium is performed manually, and 

the thickness of the region of interest (ROI) is adjusted to exclude the papillary muscles 
and the pericardium. The ROI is also adjusted to exclude the LV outflow tract and the 
left atrium. Reliable tracking of all myocardial segments throughout the cardiac cycle 
must be confirmed visually. Views were excluded from analysis if insufficient tracking as 

indicated by the software. 

Mechanical dispersion was defined as the standard deviation of time to peak negative 
strain in 17 LV segments. RV GLS of the free wall and LA strain assessment if performed 
in concordance to the “How to perform right ventricular strain” paper129  and “How to do 
LA strain” document130. LA stiffness, an added parameter of the LA performance, 

representing the change in pressure required to increase the volume of the atrium in a 
given measure131, 132, was calculated as ratio of E/é to LA reservoir strain. LV elastance as 
an index of myocardial contractility was calculated by modified single-beat method133, 

employing systolic (SBP, mmHg) arm-cuff pressure  to end-systolic LV volume.  

Ventricular-arterial (VA) coupling was measured as ratio of end-systolic LV volume to 
Doppler-derived stroke volume134. Integrated backscatter (IBS) curves were acquired in 
the parasternal long-axis view in grey-scale 2D image, with framerates between 50-70 
frames/s by locating a 5 x 5 mm sample volume in the basal-mid septum and 
inferolateral wall. A smaller fixed ROI (2 x 3 mm) was positioned in the pericardium in 

end-diastole as reference. Calibrated IB was calculated by subtracting average 
pericardial IB intensity from average myocardial IB intensity of the septum and 
inferolateral wall and were expressed in decibels135, 136 . The sample volume was tracked 

manually to maintain the same region throughout the cardiac cycle.  

LA activation time was assessed by color-coded tissue Doppler in apical four-chamber 
view. A fixed ROI of 12 x 5mm was placed on the lateral LA wall, just above the mitral 
annulus to acquire the tracing of mechanical activation in this area. The activation time 
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was obtained by measuring the duration of the time delay between the onset of the P-

wave on ECG and the peak of the Á -wave on the tissue Doppler tracing.    

 

3.3.2. Statistics 

This was a pilot study and no power calculation was carried out. Statistical calculations 
were performed in Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). Continuous data were 

presented as mean ± standard deviation or median and interquartile range (IQR) when 
appropriate. Categorical variables were compared using Chi-squared with Yates’ 

correction. A two-sided p-value of ≤0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

The results from two independent investigators on six PVC patients and ten control 
subjects were compared, and interclass correlation coefficient for absolute agreement 
and coefficient of variation were calculated in order to determine interobserver 

variability of the parameters. 

 

3.4 Study 4 

3.4.1 Inclusion and design 

Out of the study base for study 1, consisting of healthy PVC patients, we identified 541 
individuals in which we had access to PVCs on 12-lead ECG, allowing us to analyse their 

morphology and duration. We aimed to separately study the effect of the PVC 
morphology and QRS width on the clinical outcome in different sub-group analyses. As 

in study 1, we had access to their clinical data through the National Patient Registry.  

The considered clinical outcome was a composite outcome of mortality and 

cardiovascular morbidity during follow-up. Cardiovascular morbidity was defined as 
diagnosis of ischaemic heart disease (ICD-10 codes I20-I25), cardiomyopathy (I42, I43), 
cardiac arrest (I46), ventricular tachycardia (I47.2), ventricular fibrillation (I49.0) and 

heart failure (I50). 

 

3.4.2 Evaluation of PVC duration and morphology 

ECG analyses were performed on the CardioSoft Diagnostic System (GE Healthcare, 
Chicago, Illinois, USA) which allows high resolution viewing of the stored 
electrocardiographic registration. Scrutiny was carried out by two independent 
examiners, the mean of two measurements was used to minimise measurement error, 

and consensus was sought in case of different conclusions. The ECG-viewing process 
was based on relevant publications21, 137-139. Depending on the PVC-vector on the 
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horizontal and frontal plane we classified morphologies into six groups according to the 

suggested site of origin: right ventricular outflow tract, left ventricular outflow tract, 
outflow tract (when a left or right origin within the outflow tract could not be 
determined), right Ventricular other than RVOT, Left Ventricular other than LVOT and 

multifocal.  

QRS width was measured in milliseconds, and the measurement was done from the 

earliest onset to the latest offset of the waveform in all leads. 

 

3.4.3 Statistics 

We included participants from study 1 in which PVC analyses were possible on 12-lead 
ECG. There was no previous power calculation. Data management and statistical 

analyses were performed in R version 4.0.3 (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria).  

 

 

3.5 Ethical considerations 

This research project ensues from a poignant clinical question that is common for 
physicians with interest in arrhythmia. It is not unusual that the patient, who has 
undergone structural examinations with normal results, is more interested in the 

condition’s prognosis than its treatment. In fact, if we could reassure the patients about 
the prognostic impact of PVCs, many of them wouldn’t be interested in any treatment at 
all. So, what should we tell them? Are PVCs dangerous for healthy individuals? And how 

can we identify those with potentially dangerous PVCs? 

Like all projects involving prognostic data, and its communication, this presents ethical 

challenges. The issue gets even more intricate here as this condition is very common in 

the population, its prevalence varying from 2% to 40% according to different studies. If 
we show that PVCs have a negative prognostic impact, then we are going to say that a 
considerable percent of the population has an increased risk of having a heart disease 
and even of dying of it. This can obviously be a challenging message to handle, leading to 
anxiety for the affected individuals and, on a population level, to a demand for 

cardiological care that the Healthcare System could be unable to handle.  As today, we 
do not always have access to therapeutic tools that would safely and effectively curb 
the potential negative effect of PVCs. This implies that we could end up in a position of 
delivering a negative message about the prognosis in PVCs without being able to offer 
an adequate treatment to it. On the other hand, such a result would put a bigger 
pressure on the medical research system to focus on this issue. Today’s most common 
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routine is to evaluate PVC patients at a secondary care centre and follow the high-risk 

patients on that level of care, whereas the majority of patients will be referred to a 
primary care centre for follow-up or planned for no follow-up at all. If our research 
shows that PVC patients have increased health risks, that would lead to a need for 
stricter follow-up programs, a goal not easy to achieve with limited public resources. In 
such a case, there is also the risk that other patient groups would get a lower priority in 

their access to the healthcare system.  If we, in the opposite scenario, could show that 
PVCs do not increase the risk for cardiovascular disease and death, that would lead to a 
reassuring message to patients and a decreased need for healthcare. In fact, many PVC 
patients have repeated contacts with the Healthcare System mostly because of the 

anxiety that ensues PVCs.  

It is necessary to give the diagnostic pathway some special consideration. When using 
CMR or advanced echocardiography as an additional tool to evaluate PVC patients with 
normal findings at standard echocardiography, we find that some patients have subtle 
signs of myocardial pathology that standard exams had overlooked. However, we don’t 

currently know it these findings have any current clinical implication or if they are early 
signs of an eventual cardiomyopathy. Therefore, we deliver to the participants the 
information that they have subtly pathological findings without being able to tell 
whether they are clinically relevant, and whether we should follow them or not.  On the 
other hand, this could form the ground for future research investigating whether persons 

with PVCs and pathological findings at advanced imaging (MR or advanced 
echocardiography) run a higher risk of cardiovascular disease and should be followed 

more strictly, thus paving the way for a more accurate risk evaluation. 

When investigating the participants with cardiac MR, in some cases we get secondary 

findings, leading to additional examinations in one case. Because of the size of the 
camera it is not uncommon that the examiner notices anomalies in extra-cardiac organs 
such as the lungs, the liver, or the spleen. We discussed this possibility at the start of the 
project and considered whether it was our responsibility as researchers to further 
investigate these accidental findings or if we should refer the patient to the general 

practitioner for that task, since it lays outside the research question. Our choice was to 
take care of the needed completing investigation ourselves, to minimize waiting time for 
the patient and the following anxiety. While CMR is a non-ionising radiological exam, 
when we need to further investigate accidental extra-cardiac findings, we often refer the 
participant to Computerized Tomography (CT), which is an ionising exam. Ionising exams 

implicate a certain risk of inducing cancer, which is well-known but can be hard to 
accept when investigating findings that were accidently shown (that is not linked to any 
clinical symptoms or signs and seen on an exam that wasn’t meant to investigate that 

organ). None of the completing CT-exams lead to a diagnosis of malignancy. 
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When it comes to principles of biomedical ethics, we think that our research project 

fulfils the requirements for an ethically good study. The principle of “doing good” is the 
guiding light of this project, because the study has its origin in a relevant clinical 
question that needs to be answered in order to better comprehend how we can take 
care of this patient group. The principle of avoiding harm is also respected; in our study 
we do not expose participants to any harmful evaluation or treatment. In study 2 we 

opted not to include healthy controls based on the recommendations from the 
International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, urging caution in the use of 
gadolinium as it has been shown that it tends to deposit in brain tissue. In study 3 we 
included healthy controls because echocardiography is not associated to any risk for 

the examined.  

In study 2 and 3, the recruited patients were given oral and written information. For 
observational studies 1 and 4, the Ethics Committee found that written consent was not 
required. In study 2 a few patients turned down the offer of participation because of 
claustrophobia; however, a large majority of the eligible patients wanted to be enrolled. 

Even the principle of treating equally was considered during the recruitment process, 
because all eligible patients were asked about participation, regardless of age (as long 
as adult), gender, race or other personal qualities. The patients who did not want to 

participate in the study were offered the same state of the art care as the participants. 

Finally, we obviously intended to publish our research results in a scientific paper 
regardless of the results, and the project is filed in the ClinicalTrials-database with 

identifier NCT03370679. 
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4 Results 
 

4.1 Study 1 

Mortality analyses was based on 820 PVC patients and 3,264 controls. Their 

characteristics are summarised in table 2. 

 

 

                       PVC cohort (n= 820)             Controls (n=3,264)                  p       SMD     

Age (median [IQR])      59.0 [45.0, 70.0]  59.0 [45.0, 70.0]  0.983   <0.001  

Men, N (percent) 347 (42.3)         1376 (42.2)        0.965   0.003   

Ischaemic heart disease, N (%) 0 (0.0)           155 (4.7)         <0.001  0.316   

Heart Failure, N (%) 0 (0.0)           60 (1.8)          <0.001  0.194   

Cancer, N (%)     112 (13.7)         317 (9.7)         0.001   0.123   

Hypertension, N (%)      173 (21.1)         535 (16.4)         0.002   0.121   

Diabetes, N (%)       39 (4.8)          212 (6.5)         0.076   0.076   

Cerebrovascular disease, N (%)         23 (2.8)          128 (3.9)         0.158   0.062   

Hyperlipidaemia, N (%)  66 (8.0)          161 (4.9)         0.001   0.127   

Atrial Fibrillation, N (%)            50 (6.1)          137 (4.2)         0.025   0.086   

Beta Blockers, N (%) 410 (50.0)         760 (23.3)         <0.001  0.577   

Anticoagulants and platelet-
inhibitors N (%) 

238 (29.0)         752 (23.0)         <0.001  0.137   

Antiarrhythmic drug, class 1, N (%) 14 (1.7)          9 (0.3)           <0.001  0.145   

Antiarrhythmic drug, class 3, N (%) 11 (1.3)          3 (0.1)           <0.001  0.149   

Calcium channel blockers, N (%) 216 (26.3)         611 (18.7)         <0.001  0.183   

Diuretics, N(%) 311 (37.9)         983 (30.1)         <0.001  0.165   

Digitalis 6 (0.7)           27 (0.8)          0.956   0.011   

ACE-Inhibitors 159 (19.4)         602 (18.4)         0.567   0.024   

Angiotensin receptor blockers 108 (13.2)         401 (12.3)         0.531   0.027   
Table 2 Baseline characteristics of the primary analytic sample. SMD= Standardized mean difference 

 

 During a median follow-up time of 5.2 years (IQR 3.9-6.4 years), 24 deaths occurred in 
the PVC group and 194 among controls, yielding a mortality rate of 5.7/1,000 person-

years and 11.9/1,000 person years respectively. Tumours were the most common cause 
of death in the PVC group while controls died most often from cardiovascular disease. 
The conditional Hazard Ratio for overall mortality in the PVC group was 0.44 (CI 0.27-
0.71). Adjustment for potential confounders did not affect the association between PVC 

and survival with similar HR in all models (figure 7).  

When looking at cardiovascular morbidity we found a morbidity rate of 12.1/1,000 
person-years among PVC patients (median follow-up time of 5.1 years, IQR 3.8-6.4) and 
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7.4/1,000 person-years among controls (follow-up time 5.1 years, IQR 3.8-6.3). The 

conditional HR for PVC patients was 1.53 (CI 1.06-2.21). Addition of comorbidity data 
modified the HR to 1.31 (CI 0.72-2.37). In a third model, where previous medications were 

added, the HR was 1.34 (CI 0.71-2.53). 

A sensitivity analysis after propensity score matching showed similar results as in the 
main analysis regarding all-cause mortality (HR 0.32, CI 0.20-0.50). For cardiovascular 
morbidity, the propensity-score-matched analysis did not show a significant difference 

between cases and controls (HR 1.37, CI 0.90-2.09).  

 

 

Figure 7 Hazard Ratio for total mortality in PVC group compared to controls with different conditioning 
models. The dotted line represents the non-inferiority limit of HR=2. Copyright © 2022, Oxford University 
Press 
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4.2 Study 2 

No CMR-related complications were observed. Among the 51 included patients (45% 
women, median age 62 years), 16 (31%) had at least one pathologic CMR finding, with 
three patients (6%) presenting several findings. Regional wall motion anomalies (RMWA), 
dilated left ventricle and fibrosis were the most recurrent findings. All cases with RMWA 
and dyskinetic areas were found in the right ventricle, while fibrosis was only seen in the 
left ventricle. A correlation between topographic localisation of the finding and the PVC 

morphology was seen in the two cases of fibrosis in which we had access to 12-lead 
ECG. No patient showed signs of myocardial oedema. The findings are summarised in 

figure 8. 

We could not state a correlation between number of PVCs and presence of CMR 
findings according to a logistic regression. Even analysis of PVC morphology as a 

predictor variable failed to show correlation to incidence of findings.  

In five patients we identified extra-ventricular pathology: enlarged atria in three cases 

(one of which with history of atrial fibrillation), enlarged thoracic aorta and pericardial 

exudate in one case each. 

 

Figure 8 Summary of CMR findings in study 2. 
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4.3 Study 3 

The 40 PVC patients (45% women, median age 65 years) differed from controls in 
several parameters when comprehensive advanced echocardiography was used. The 
PVC group showed reduced LV elastance (2.9 vs 3.33 mmHg/mL, p< 0.01) and altered 
VA coupling compared to the controls (0.62 ± 0.15 vs. 0.52 ± 0.11, p<0.01). Integrated 
Backscatter and LA activation time were also statistically different between the groups. 
LA mechanical dispersion, LA strain and LA stiffness did not reach the level of significant 

between the groups.  

Left ventricular GLS and mechanical dispersion had a high reproducibility while left atrial 
strain, left atrial activation time and integrated backscatter scored lower. Jittered 

scatter plots summarise results in figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Outcome for cases and controls in six echocardiographic parameters. 
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4.4 Study 4 

Categorisation of 541 structurally healthy PVC patients based on QRS morphology 
during PVC showed that 81% of patients had unifocal PVCs while 19% had multifocal. 
RVOT was the most common site of origin (30%) followed by intracavitary left 

ventricular (25%) and right ventricular (22%) PVCs. Patients with multifocal PVCs did not 
significantly differ in clinical outcome after relevant adjustment compared to individuals 
with unifocal PVCs. However, there was a significant difference in outcome in favour of 
PVCs from outflow tract when compared to intra-cavitary and right ventricular PVCs 
when compared to left ventricular. PVC duration, measured as QRS width during PVC, 

did not seem to yield significant impact on prognosis. 

 

 

Figure 10 Risk for outcome when comparing OT-PVC to non-OT-PVC and RV-PVC to LV-PVC. 
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5 Discussion 
 

5.1 Prognostic significance of PVCs in healthy patients 

The prognostic impact of PVCs and their role in risk assessment have been discussed 
for decades. While the evidence (though based mostly on old studies) for individuals 
with previous heart disease is relatively strong, the question remains unanswered for 
healthy patients. In the latter group, PVCs have historically been treated as benign, while 

in fact the results from the two existing meta-analyses point to a negative prognostic 
effect. However, the major underlying methodological problem is that few of the 
published studies have rigorous inclusion criteria capable of excluding persons with 
silent or unknown heart disease. We coherently used echocardiogram, exercise test and, 
when needed, other completing diagnostic tools to identify and exclude cardiovascular 

disease. After reaching the number of patients and the length of follow-up required by a 
previous power calculation, we created through Statistics Sweden a four-times larger 
control group of sex- and age-matched individuals. We had broad access to the clinical 

outcome for both groups through diagnostic data in the National Patient Registry.  

Analyses for overall mortality with Cox regression, corroborated by propensity score, 
showed that the PVC group had no worse mid-term prognosis than controls. The study 
was designed on the concept of non-inferiority, so it would be technically incorrect to 
state that PVC patients had a better clinical outcome than controls. However, the data 
suggested this kind of scenario in our study. Although counter-intuitive there may be an 

explanation to such a picture. PVC patients were in fact recruited at secondary care 
centres, possibly reflecting a selection in the patient material. Moreover, these three 
centres were located within large hospitals in the Stockholm area, while controls were 
recruited from the whole country, possibly with different access to both primary and 
secondary care centres. The Stockholm area has, in fact, a higher density of 

cardiologists and a more accessible health care than other parts of Sweden. This 
difference could also explain why our data for cardiovascular morbidity point in the 
opposite direction, with the PVC group showing higher hazard for cardiovascular 
morbidity. Here we find a possible explanation in the fact that PVC patients had an 
established contact with a cardiologist, possibly creating a higher possibility for 
receiving a cardiovascular diagnosis during follow-up. However, the difference in 

cardiovascular morbidity was no longer significant after adjustment for previous 
comorbidities and medications; moreover, sensitivity analysis with propensity score 
matching did not confirm the difference in morbidity. Another important difference 
between PVC patients and controls is that all individuals in the first group were 
examined with at least exercise test and echocardiogram, leading to a much higher 
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chance to exclude structural heart disease than within controls, for whom we had to rely 

on register data.  

With all these limitations in mind, we still find it reasonable to claim that PVC should be 
examined thoroughly, and PVCs should be considered benign–at least in the mid-term–

when structural examinations show normal results. However, it may be relevant to define 
which diagnostic method should be included in the examination. While it is broadly 
accepted that echocardiography and exercise test are important tools and probably 
sufficient in most cases, there is evidence about CMR being able to identify subtle signs 
of structural disease in PVC patients with normal standard echocardiography. The 

results from our study seem to corroborate this notion. Less previous evidence is 
available about the role of advanced echocardiography, which we also find to be useful 
in demasking myocardial dysfunction as an additional tool to standard echocardiogram. 
The prognostic significance of these diagnostic findings, both regarding CMR and 

advanced echo-parameters, needs to be assessed by larger longitudinal studies. 

When it comes to PVC morphology and PVC duration, the evidence has been 
controversial. Most studies in this subject are based on patients referred for ablation, 
often with a limited number of participants. Studies on broader population and with 
consecutive inclusion have been missing. We consecutively included 541 PVC patients 

with normal findings at echocardiography and exercise test and in which PVCs were 
recorded on 12-lead ECG. We classified them according to QRS morphology and width 
during PVC, based on high resolution ECG data. After relevant adjustment we found that 
right-sided PVCs were linked to a better prognosis than left-sided PVCs. The same was 
true for PVCs originating from the outflow tract compared to intra-cavity PVCs. 
Comparisons between unifocal and multifocal PVCs did not yield a significant 

difference. This may not be in line with the common knowledge that multifocal PVCs are 
more dangerous than unifocal ones. However, this has been proved to be true in a more 
heterogeneous group of patients, our study being the first to our knowledge exploring 
this issue in a cohort of structurally healthy patients. Similarly, we could not show a 
prognostic effect of the duration of the PVC, measured as QRS width. It has previously 

been hypothesised that broad PVCs can either be risk factors, as they are more likely to 
induce interventricular and intraventricular dyssynchrony, or risk markers, as they can 
be caused by slow-conduction tissue such as myocardial scars and other fibrotic 

conversion.  
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5.2 The role of advanced imaging 

Two of the studies focused on the role of advanced imaging in evaluation of patients 
with a high PVC burden. Both CMR and extended echocardiographic examination were 
able to uncover signs of structural or functional pathology despite a normal standard 

echocardiography. European Society of Cardiology recently published new guidelines 
for the management of patients with ventricular arrhythmias and the prevention of 
sudden cardiac death108. In these guidelines CMR receives a IIa-recommendation in 
patients with PVCs/VT and a presentation atypical for an idiopathic origin, despite a 
normal echocardiogram. CMR receives the same degree of recommendation in patients 

with PVC induced cardiomyopathy. Advanced echocardiography is not considered in 
these or previously published guidelines. During the last decade some evidence has 
been gathering about CMR in PVC patients. However, most studies are based on 
selected populations such as ablation patients. Moreover, CMR remains an expansive 
method that is not broadly available. Echocardiography is, on the other hand, accessible 
and relatively inexpensive, and the addition of more comprehensive functional 

parameters has the potential to be an important tool in PVC-evaluation when standard 
exams are normal. The evidence about advanced echocardiography in this patient 
group, which is summarised in the introduction, is thin, and ours is to our knowledge the 

first study to evaluate consecutive patients.  

In the CMR study we found that 31% of patients had signs of pathology despite normal 
echocardiography, which is in line with previous similar studies. There was even some 
correlation between findings’ localisation and PVC morphology. The prognostic 
significance of these results has to be further investigated with larger longitudinal 
studies.  Perhaps even more interesting were the findings from our study focusing on 

advanced echocardiography that showed worsened outcomes for PVC patients in six of 
nine included parameters when compared to healthy controls. The aggregated picture 
resulting from the difference in these parameters was that PVC patients showed signs 
of cardiac dysfunction, not only in the ventricles but even in the atria, with myocardial 
fibrosis as a possible common denominator. Among the affected parameters GLS 

showed a high reproducibility, which is interesting considering the growing evidence 
supporting its use. However, even these echocardiographic findings must be further 

assessed, and their prognostic value has to be determined by larger longitudinal studies. 
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6 Conclusions 
 

The aggregated conclusions from this research project are that: 

 

- PVC patients who have undergone echocardiography and exercise test with 
normal results did not show a worse prognosis than a matched sample from the 
general population after a median follow-up of 5 years 

 

- CMR is able to detect signs of pathology in a population with high PVC burden 
and normal echocardiogram 

 

- Comprehensive echocardiography with additional parameters shows signs of 
cardiac dysfunction in a population with high PVC burden and normal 
echocardiogram 

 

- In PVC patients who have undergone echocardiography and exercise test with 
normal results, PVCs originating from the ventricular outflow tracts and from the 
right ventricle were associated with a better prognosis than non-OT respectively 
left ventricular PVCs. In this population PVCs’ duration did not seem to be 
associated with the clinical outcome 
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7 Clinical implications and future perspectives 
 

Evaluating and understating the prognostic impact of PVCs on healthy patients has 

been a challenge within cardiologic research for several decades. More and larger 
studies are needed to fully understand epidemiological implications and to identify 
especially vulnerable groups. Moreover, it is relevant to understand whether PVCs are to 

be regarded as a risk factor or as a risk marker.  

The core issue can be summarised as follows: How should a physician respond to a 
patient undergoing evaluation for PVCs and seeking reassurance about the prognosis 
after a thorough examination has shown normal results? According to our results it is 
reasonable to give this patient a reassuring answer, at least regarding the mid-term 
prognosis. However, it is even recommended to include an analysis of PVC morphology 

and, if the patient has a high PVC burden, advanced imaging methods in the total 
evaluation. The ultimate aim of the clinical evaluation should be to identify patients who 

are eligible for more intensive and prolonged follow-up. 

To address current evidence gaps and further investigate areas with limited evidence, 

we suggest that future projects focus on the following: 

-the long-term prognosis of PVC patients 

-the role of comprehensive echocardiography in the diagnostic work-up 

-the prognostic significance of CMR-findings  

-the role of PVC morphology in the prognostic evaluation 

-the definition of PVC patients who are at low risk and can be followed unfrequently 
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8 Svensk sammanfattning 
 

Bakgrund 

Ventrikulära extraslag (VES) är en vanlig typ av arytmi, men deras exakta prevalens och 
incidens är inte känd. Redan på 60- och 70-talet började man intressera sig för deras 
eventuella påverkan på prognosen. Det har historiskt funnits metodologiska svårigheter 
inbyggda i frågeställningen, men evidensen som började samlas med de första 
publicerade studierna visade att förekomst av VES var kopplad till en försämrad prognos 
i närvaro av strukturell hjärtsjukdom. Ännu svårare har varit att avgöra huruvida även 

patienter utan etablerad hjärtsjukdom har en försämrad prognos vid förekomst av VES. 
Två meta-analyser, publicerade 2012 och 2013, hade som slutsats att VES-förekomsten 
var associerad till en försämrad prognos även hos strukturellt hjärtfriska patienter, men 
att evidensunderlaget inte var starkt då inklusionskriterierna och metoderna för att 
utesluta strukturell hjärtsjukdom varierade mellan studierna och var ibland bristfälliga. 

Slutsatserna var att prognosen bland strukturellt friska VES-patienter var okänd. Vidare 
saknas i denna patientgrupp evidens kring betydelsen av VES:ens morfologi och 
duration samt huruvida mer avancerade imaging metoder än standard ekokardiografi 

kan tillföra information och värde i bedömningen av patienterna.  

Med detta forskningsprojekt hade vi följande syften: 

- Att jämföra prognosen för patienter med VES utan andra hjärtsjukdomar med kön- och 

åldersmatchade kontroller från den allmänna befolkningen. 

- Att undersöka huruvida magnetkamera-undersökning av hjärtat (CMR) kan avslöja 
tecken på hjärtsjukdom hos individer med hög VES-börda och normal ekokardiografi, 

oberoende av VES-morfologi. 

- Att undersöka huruvida ekokardiografi med avancerade parametrar, som inte ingår i 
rutinundersökning, kan avslöja tecken på hjärtsjukdom hos individer med hög VES-börda 

och normal ekokardiografi. 

-Att jämföra prognosen för VES-patienter utan andra hjärtsjukdomar beroende på 

VES:ens morfologi och duration. 

 

Metoder 

VI identifierade 807 VES-patienter utan anamnes för strukturell hjärtsjukdom, med 

normalt fynd på ekokardiografi och arbetsprov. Vi jämförde det kliniska utfallet, i form av 
total mortalitet och kardiovaskulär sjuklighet, med en kontrollpopulation matchad på kön 
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och ålder, efter en medianuppföljningstid på 5,2 år. För att ytterligare undersöka 

huruvida elektrokardiografiska fynd har en prognostisk betydelse bland friska patienter 
identifierade vi individer från den ovan nämnda kohorten där vi hade tillgång till VES-
inspelning på 12-avlednings EKG. Vi hade tillgång till data avseende PVC-morfologi och 
QRS-bredd under VES hos 541 patienter och analyserade denna population under 
samma uppföljningstid. Till studierna med fokus på imaging inkluderade vi patienter med 

en VES-börda på minst 10.000 slag/dag och med normala resultat på arbetsprov och 
standard-ekokardiografi. De genomgick ytterligare undersökning med CMR eller 

avancerade ekokardiografiska parametrar som normalt inte ingår i klinisk praxis. 

 

Resultat 

VES-patienter utan hjärtsjukdomar hade en generellt gynnsam prognos med ett kliniskt 
utfall som inte var sämre än det för den köns- och åldersmatchade kontrollgruppen, 
efter justering för relevanta faktorer. Patienter med hög VES-börda visade dock tecken 
på myokardiell dysfunktion när avancerade avbildningstekniker användes, trots normala 
resultat vid standardundersökning som inkluderar standardekokardiogram. 

Subgruppsanalys baserad på VES-morfologi visade att VES med ursprung i de 
ventrikulära utflödestrakterna och i höger kammare var associerade med en mer 
gynnsam prognos än VES med intrakavitärt respektive vänsterkammar-ursprung. Analys 
av VES-durationen, mätt som QRS-bredd under VES, visade ingen inverkan på kliniskt 

utfall. 

 

Slutsatser 

VES-patienter utan anamnes för strukturella hjärtsjukdomar och som hade genomgått 
en grundlig undersökning med normala resultat hade inte ett sämre utfall än matchade 
kontroller under en medianuppföljningstid på 5,2 år. I två studier utvärderade vi rollen av 
avancerad imaging hos patienter med hög VES-börda och normala fynd vid 

standardekokardiogram. Vi kunde visa att CMR och omfattande avancerad 
ekokardiografi kunde identifiera tecken på myokardiell dysfunktion. Den kliniska 
betydelsen av dessa fynd måste utvärderas vidare genom större longitudinella studier. 
VES-durationen var inte associerad med kliniskt utfall i vår studie. VES-morfologi 
verkade ha betydelse där VES med ursprung i utflödeskanalen och höger kammare var 

associerade till en bättre prognos. 
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